schools at Columbia and Harvard, he sought to introduce changes in teaching at Melbourne to emulate American practice (Waugh 2007: 80) and became known subsequently as a strong advocate of the teaching of other subjects, including economics and commerce, along the lines of the best American colleges (Goodwin 1966: 576-8) . As Re and Alston (1977: 108) note, Moore "was in favour of linking the study of Law with Political Science." In 1918, a new course was introduced into the faculty incorporating the study of constitutions; this was "Modern Political Institutions," one part of which was concerned with "International Relations and Law." As Moore was later to remark, this course "has become the nearest approach that we have to a course in Political Science" (quoted in Waugh 2007: 95) . This latter part of the course (ultimately consisting of 47 lectures) was Australia's first course in "international relations" (as it was later titled). With strong international interests, Moore was a foundation member of The Royal (later Australian) Institute of International Affairs in Victoria, and chair of the Australian delegation that attended the IPR conference in China in 1931. His public service dated back to his participation, as a constitutional adviser, in the movement for federation; his papers contain outlines of many talks and addresses he gave in Victoria particularly on international topics. Conservative Australian governments made extensive use of his expertise. Harrison Moore's international thought is depicted in the literature as strongly imperialist in sentiment. British by birth, educated at Cambridge, a barrister at the Middle Temple, a member before the Great War of the Imperial Federation League and of the Round Table movement, a pro-conscriptionist, identified with conservative domestic political forces and a KBE in 1925, it might be expected that such a figure would have been resistant to the idea of independent Australian national identity and national assertion, and, simultaneously, would have been suspicious of international entanglement. Moore is
